Uranus
in depth | uranus – nasa solar system exploration - uranus is also one of just two planets that rotate in
the opposite direction than most of the planets (venus is the other one), from east to west. formation.
formation. uranus took shape when the rest of the solar system formed about 4.5 billion years ago, when
gravity pulled swirling gas and dust in to become this ice giant. planet uranus facts and information national geographic - uranus, the seventh planet from the sun, may initially look like a bland, blue-green
ball. but there's a lot to love about the icy giant, from its 13 rings to its 27 known moons to the fact that ...
name: uranus - superteacherworksheets - name: _____ uranus by cynthia sherwood uranus is a giant icy
ball of gas and liquid, with a solid center. it’s the seventh planet from the sun and the farthest that you can see
without a telescope. although neptune is even farther from the sun, uranus is the coldest planet in our solar
system. the temperature of its uranus reading comprehension worksheet - tlsbooks - uranus reading
comprehension worksheet item 3018 tlsbooks uranus uranus, named after the greek god of the sky, is the
seventh planet from our sun and the third largest planet in our solar system. uranus is one of the gas giants
and its atmosphere consists primarily of hydrogen, helium, and methane with trace amounts of water and
ammonia. uranus - mrfrancisstm.weebly - uranus feared their potential power and, just as he had done
with his other sons, cast them deep within gaea’s body to join their brothers in the confines of the underworld.
deep in the bowels of the earth, the six sons grew to detest their father. planet uranus questions and
answers - little worksheets - view uranus. 2. astronomers obtained good information about uranus through
the voyager 2 space probe. 3. uranus is so far from the sun that it takes the planet about 84 times longer than
the earth to make one revolution around the sun. 4. a day on uranus, the time it takes for the planet to rotate
once on its axis is space - uranus - brainpop - uranus quiz 1. how many planets are further from the sun
than uranus? (note: pluto is no longer considered a planet) a. one b. two c. three d. four 2. compared to a year
on earth, a year on uranus is: a. about ten times longer b. much shorter c. about the same d. more than 50
times longer 3. what causes such long periods of darkness at uranus ...
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